
Call 314-781-9000 for free  
in-home estimate

Fall Custom Closet Sale

Get the house ready for Fall by taking on your Utility Closet!

20% off all White, Antique White, Almond & Grey Closets
10% off all Woodgrains & Legno Finishes 

Expires 11/15/19 Some Restriction Apply

Yes we know it’s not sexy, it’s not even 
fun, but when you get this catch-all 
closet in tip top shape your life will  
be stress free! 
Even if you don’t have a Utility Closet in your home, find a wall or nook 
somewhere in the basement, attic, or garage to organize all those household 
products we need to survive; light bulbs, tissues, toilet paper, coolers, bug 
spray, batteries, extension cords, cleaning supplies, brooms and mops, and 
even gift wrapping supplies.

Start by rethinking the space, instead of just cramming in whatever is laying 
around, make a list of all the household supplies you’d love to combine and 
condense. Maybe this space is big enough for paper goods, a first aid kit, or 
even the vacuum and brooms. Maybe it’s tiny and you just need shelving for 
lightbulbs and cleaning supplies. Whatever your space and your needs, write 
a list of everything you want to store. 

Pare down supplies and products, toss things that are no longer needed 
or don’t belong. Try not to keep food items in this closet, keep it open for 
household needs. Invest in clear bins and baskets that will help keep smaller 
items organized and contained.

Make sure you install adjustable shelving so you can add and change your 
storage needs as items and packaging changes.  Pull-out baskets are also great 
for smaller items that don’t sit straight on shelves.  And don’t forget hooks!!  
Hooks can maximize spaces you cannot reach and even the insides of your 
closet doors.  Regular coat hooks are perfect for dust pans and tote bags and 
broom/mop hooks are great for everything with a handle!!  

Call Saint Louis Closet Co. today at 314-781-9000 and let us help you 
tackle your Utility Closet…you can never imagine how much extra time  
you will  have with an organized closet!
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It’s a truism that the only constant in life is change. Many of us at Saint Louis Closet Co. 
are watching children go off to college, and helping elderly loved ones downsize and 
move into senior living centers. It’s not easy, but then again, no transition is easy. 

As we design organizational systems for our clients, we hear stories of transition again 
and again. In this article, we’d like to give you advice on how to cope with transition, 
plus a few practical tips for altering your space so that it changes with you. 

Even Positive Change Can Cause Stress
Big changes like marriage, a new job, having children, sending them to college – they 
all have an impact, even if they’re largely positive. It’s natural to feel anxious about 
a life-changing transition, as if your life were suddenly unmanageable. According to 
renowned psychiatrists, even change that makes you happy can trigger stress responses 
in the brain. When a situation, such as watching an elderly parent cope with the loss 
of a home, is fraught with emotional challenges, the stress can be even worse. 

Get Organized and Make a Plan
It’s probably not surprising that this is our first word of advice. However, it’s advice 
that even therapists and counselors recommend when you’re working through a major 
life shift. Why? Setting goals and organizing your surroundings helps you ease that 
feeling of uncertainty that accompanies any huge life transition. While it’s tempting to 
say, “well, I’ll just deal with this or that as it happens,” it’s actually far better to write 
down your intentions, and plan a strategy for dealing with sudden upsets. 

This goes for organizing your space too. Has your child started kindergarten, moved 
out temporarily for college, or moved out for good, leaving you with rooms that can 
be re-purposed for lockers or extra storage? Do you need to downsize following a job 
loss? Are you helping an elderly relative move? Start considering how you’ll manage 
this and still make your home functional, well-organized, and welcoming. The more 
you can prepare and ease stress ahead of time, the easier the transition will be and the 
happier you’ll feel with the results. 

Take Breaks and Allow Yourself to Process
We don’t recommend that you tackle a big move or major reorganizing project in one 
day. As you sort belongings, and cope with the random emotions that can come out of 
nowhere, be sure to schedule in some time for yourself. Take a walk, call a friend, and 
rest when you need to. Self-care is important as you manage a major transition. 

Use Your Imagination and Look on the Bright Side
If you can improve your mind-set and consciously try to identify the positive aspects 
of a big change, you’ll be surprised at what you discover. A job loss can open the 
way to a better future – maybe a new career of working from home. A child who has 
moved away can give you more freedom to transform your home. A downsize can 
force you to consider the items that are truly important to you and purge the rest. 

Plus, it’s always fun to create a new space that will make life more organized, isn’t it? 
Take a look at how this client re-purposed an empty wall in their finished basement 
for Sewing and Storage! Inset Photo - another client transformed a small attic closet 
into luggage storage.

Beat the Transition Blues with Spaces that Change With You



Organization Made Simple Makes for a Mind at Peace

Let’s focus on that space that suddenly needs a 
makeover. Maybe your kid’s closet needs to be 
reorganized for a busy high schooler. Or maybe 
you need to transform a Basement storage area  
to a workbench for Dad.

•  Clear out the space first and take inventory of  
what you have.

•  Separate the must-keeps and the items you’ll be  
donating or discarding. 

•  Go through all the boxes and be ruthless about what  
you need and what you don’t. 

•  Plan out how you’ll store things in this new space. 

•  Is there extra space in a garage, mudroom, or laundry 
room you can make use of?

2626 S. Big Bend Blvd.
Saint Louis, Missouri 63143
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Search  
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on YouTube

Check out our new YouTube Channel 
for weekly Organizational Tips, Small 
Business advice from our owner 
Jennifer Williams, and other fun videos!
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